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Server Virtualization is Just the Beginning 
The physically-focused data center will likely become a relic of bygone days. Server virtualization can reduce capital 
costs via consolidation, higher device utilization rates, and the ability to redeploy older equipment. Operational 
costs decrease as a result of reducing floor space, power, and cooling needs; streamlining server maintenance and 
upgrades; and reducing pressure on IT staff. Productivity improvements are driven from higher application 
performance and availability, faster application deployment, and better responsiveness as business needs change. 
The financial and operational benefits of separating logical resources from physical devices are just too compelling 
to deny. In short, virtualization is here to stay. 

The ultimate goal of achieving a truly efficient, flexible and scalable IT infrastructure lies in cloud computing 
deployments – and many users confuse cloud with virtualization.   Server virtualization does not, however, equate 
to a cloud deployment. It is a first step to creating a cloud.  A cloud infrastructure amplifies the aforementioned 
benefits—data is easily accessible from any location and resources are scaled up or down according to need. To 
deliver data and infrastructure as services, organizations need a fully virtualized infrastructure at its foundation, 
including storage and networks. Cloud infrastructures are fundamentally fully virtualized environments—to be truly 
effective in building a cloud, organizations must build flexible, responsive, efficient, and available infrastructures.  

The ESG Server Virtualization Maturity Model 

Server virtualization is the foundation required to achieve these feats of infrastructure magic, and it is truly 
becoming ubiquitous. In a recent ESG research survey of senior IT professionals from large midmarket and 
enterprise class organizations in North America, nearly three-quarters of respondents (74%) said their organization 
was currently using server virtualization, and an additional 19% reported that they were planning to do so.1 Still, 
most users remain in the early phases of their virtualization journey. In order to segment the virtualization market, 
ESG developed a virtualization maturity model that classified organizations according to four dimensions (see Figure 
1).2 

Figure 1. The Four Dimensions of ESG’s Server Virtualization Maturity Model 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. 

                                                      
1 Source: ESG Research Report, The Evolution of Server Virtualization, November 2010. All ESG research references come from this report 
unless otherwise cited. 
2 Source: ESG Research Brief, Introducing the ESG Server Virtualization Maturity Model, November 2010. 
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• Scope of Deployment, measured by the percentage of servers that have been virtualized 

• Infrastructure Efficiency, measured by the consolidation ratio of virtual servers to physical servers 

• Virtual Production Ratio, measured by the percentage of virtual machines (VMs) in production 
environments 

• Workload Penetration, measured by deployment across multiple workloads, including mission-critical 
applications 

As Figure 2 indicates, organizations were categorized as Basic, Progressing, and Advanced based on their score in 
each category. This model reveals variations in the challenges organizations face (and the benefits they gain) based 
on maturity level. It allows users to benchmark where they are in the journey and predict the challenges they may 
face next. Organizations that are early on in their virtualization journeys are also afforded the opportunity to learn 
from those with more mature deployments.  

Figure 2. ESG Server Virtualization Maturity Model Segmentation 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. 

• Basic. Those just starting to implement virtualization are considered to be at the Basic stage. They have 
virtualized a small percentage of their physical servers, have few VMs in production, experience low rates 
of virtual-to-physical consolidation, and are only deploying virtualization for limited or basic workloads. 

• Progressing. Progressing users have a medium percentage of servers virtualized (about 10% - 30%) with 
more moving into production. They have a medium virtual-to-physical consolidation ratio and are deploying 
across more workloads than those at the Basic stage, but are still focused on tier-2 applications. 

• Advanced. Moving to the Advanced stage, users have virtualized a high percentage of their physical servers, 
with a high percentage of VMs and tier-1 applications in production. 

Server Virtualization’s Impact on Storage 

Server virtualization places new demands on traditional storage architectures. The standard storage architecture 
was originally designed for monolithic mainframes—not the abstraction and pooling of resources. Storage 
challenges change depending on the stage of virtualization maturity. Make no mistake: addressing them is 
imperative in order to progress. It starts with managing problems related to cost and scalability. 
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Figure 3 shows the overall storage infrastructure challenges that respondents experienced after implementing 
server virtualization. They struggled with capital and operational costs as well as scalability, performance, and 
security concerns. Virtualization also impacts overall storage capacity as well as sizing for performance and 
capacity.    

Figure 3. Storage Infrastructure Challenges Related to Server Virtualization Usage 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. 

However, when viewed according to the stages of the virtualization maturity model, it becomes clear that 
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Figure 4. Storage-specific Challenges Related to Server Virtualization Environment, by Maturity Phase 

  
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. 
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in solid state disk (SSD) optimization and thin provisioning deliver greater efficiency and flexibility, and data can be 
migrated from existing storage non-disruptively. Existing systems can be virtualized and re-used to maximize ROI.  

Let’s look at how IBM Storwize V7000 Unified can address the various challenges organizations face along the 
virtualization maturity curve. 

Early Stage Challenges 

Scale   

At the Basic and Progressing stages, the ability to scale storage is of utmost importance. New VMs are easily 
created, so demand on the storage infrastructure increases dramatically. Storwize V7000 Unified consolidates file 
and block storage into a single system to reduce costs and improve the efficiency of managing and maintaining the 
storage infrastructure. Storwize V7000 Unified can scale along with virtual servers, delivering efficiency and 
availability through its ability to grow and change without taking systems down. 

Pools of virtualized storage delivered by different drive types support both block and file workloads. SAS, near-line 
SAS, and SSD drives are packaged in 2U rack-mountable enclosures housing up to 24 2.5-inch drives or 12 3.5-inch 
drives. Storwize V7000 Unified scales up to 360 TB using ten 12-bay disk enclosures with 3 TB disk drives. Block-only 
Storwize V7000 systems scale out by clustering (up to 480 disk drives and 720 TB of capacity). This ability enables 
performance to increase as you grow—so instead of growth creating a slow-down, it enhances performance. 
Storwize V7000 systems offer efficient scaling so that organizations have the capacity and performance they need 
within their budgets.  

Operational Costs 

To combat the complexity of growing environments, Storwize V7000 Unified has a truly unified, simple, powerful 
GUI. This is not a unified launchpad for separate management consoles for block and file storage, but a single 
interface from which administrators can manage pools of storage shared between block and file workloads. File 
storage management is completely integrated into the navigation.   

Additional management efficiencies are provided by IBM Easy Tier and Active Cloud Engine. Easy Tier is used with 
hybrid pools that contain both SSD and hard disk drives (HDD). Operating at a fine granularity, Easy Tier matches IO 
patterns with drive classes and automatically moves pieces of data to the right drive type. The busiest portions of 
data volumes are identified and re-located to high performance SSD while the remaining data leverages higher 
capacity, lower cost HDDs. Easy Tier works continuously at the pool level. Because both block and file data can 
share storage pools, it is easier to manage and more efficient.  

Similarly, the IBM Active Cloud Engine automatically moves files to internal and external storage pools according to 
policies that users can define to manage data. This provides granular control of data throughout its lifecycle, while 
reducing the burden on administrators to perform migrations. Data is placed using policies determined when it was 
first created. Files can be moved up or down between storage tiers according to policy, and different files in the 
same file sets or folders can go to different storage pools. For example, database files could be placed in a high 
performance storage pool while database log files could go to a lower cost, lower performance pool, all completely 
transparent to the user. This separation of the logical from the physical is a further extension of the virtualization 
paradigm. Active Cloud Engine can also move data to tape, and can delete expired or unwanted files. By moving 
data to less costly tiers and deleting data when necessary, the volume of data stored is reduced, and so are costs. 
Active Cloud Engine helps to deliver the efficient storage infrastructure that virtual and cloud deployments require.  

Performance  

Performance issues come to the forefront as organizations move up the maturity scale and virtual servers infiltrate 
production operations with more stringent performance requirements. Storwize V7000 block-only systems can 
adjust to performance demands because they scale capacity out, adding processing resources at the same time as 
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storage capacity. In addition, the Easy Tier function assists with dynamic long-term performance management, 
moving block and file data between pools of SSDs and HDDs according to IO patterns. 

Provisioning Speed 

When asked about the developments that would be needed to enable more widespread server virtualization usage, 
ESG research respondents indicated that faster storage provisioning was the second most important (after 
additional IT staff training.) Spinning up virtual machines is fast and easy, but slow storage provisioning can delay a 
new application’s availability. Storwize V7000 Unified is extremely simple to set up. It requires essentially plugging 
in a USB drive to the array and then into the server. Data migration from existing storage systems can be done 
while maintaining data access. This dynamic migration capability can speed time to value and minimize downtime. 
In addition, built-in thin provisioning helps to minimize configuration changes as data volumes grow and makes 
provisioning more efficient. 

Later Stage Challenges    

As Figure 4 shows, organizations at the advanced virtualization stage have trouble with backup and recovery of 
virtual machines. This makes sense, as those farther along in their virtualization journeys not only use more VMs, 
but more production and mission-critical VMs with more concentrated consolidation ratios. Data protection 
becomes a higher priority when more critical applications are virtualized, while higher consolidation rates create 
contention for backup resources. As organizations begin to virtualize tier-1 applications, their backup processes 
often break.  

Storwize V7000 Unified together with IBM Tivoli Storage FlashCopy Manager for VMware helps alleviate the pain of 
backup through automated protection and recovery of virtual machines. FlashCopy Manager can back up VMware 
environments quickly and with reduced backup windows by integrating with VMware vSphere APIs and the 
Storwize V7000 FlashCopy (snapshot) function. Backups are generated at the VMware datastore level and restores 
are generated at virtual machine and virtual disk level. For ease of use, FlashCopy Manager integrates with VMware 
management through a vCenter GUI plug-in. For even greater protection, FlashCopy Manager for VMware can 
integrate with Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) for Virtual Environments to store VMware backups on TSM-managed 
storage. 

Creating Cloud Efficiency 

Active Cloud Engine can move files from the Storwize V7000 Unified to a Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) hierarchy, 
which can then move files to tape for the ultimate low-cost storage—and yet, the file will still appear as if it is on 
the Storwize V7000 Unified system. Should a user need a file, the system retrieves it from TSM automatically. If it’s 
on tape, there could be a slight pause, but the user is unaware of the file location. In addition, files on TSM are 
deduplicated to minimize storage capacity and cost. NDMP is also supported for third-party backup. 

Storwize V7000 Unified is well matched to support the virtualized servers that make up the heart of services-based 
cloud deployments. Its ability to automatically move data off to TSM and to tape, and to automatically delete files, 
makes it a perfect fit for keeping cloud deployments storage-efficient. Often, organizations place data in the cloud 
and then forget it is there. That data consumes storage capacity and data center resources (power, cooling, etc.) 
that cost money, so keeping it on tier-1 storage and retaining it longer than necessary is expensive. Similarly, 
organizations may want to delete files that they don’t want stored in their cloud, such as an employee’s music 
library. However, what administrator ever has the time to go look for data that could be moved to another tier or 
deleted? Administrators have too many tasks on their plates already. Finding time to review data files and move or 
delete them is at the bottom of the priority list. But with Storwize V7000 Unified and Active Cloud Engine, files can 
be automatically moved to lower cost storage and/or deleted according to policy, saving money while relieving 
administrators of that task.  
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Reducing Capital Costs 

Storage acquisition cost is always important. Features are all well and good, but if the customer can’t afford the 
product, the features are useless. Figure 3 showed that the capital cost of storage infrastructure was the top 
concern throughout all stages of the virtualization maturity model—Storwize V7000 Unified offers competitive 
pricing, and can minimize costs by serving the needs of both block and file applications at the same time, saving in 
both capital and operational costs.   
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The Bigger Truth 
The path to the cloud requires efficient, virtualized infrastructure—and that means virtualizing all components of 
the infrastructure, not just servers. Servers don’t work alone. They need a next-generation storage system designed 
for virtualization and the cloud. In addition, virtualization will cause ripple effects in networking and security, as 
well as in the management of people and processes. Organizations should be aware of these effects up front and 
prepare adequately.3 

Users face a variety of challenges along their virtualization journeys, and as they solve each of them, they become 
more comfortable approaching cloud deployments. Some solutions on the market can assist with the storage 
portions of the journey. Storwize V7000 Unified enables storage to actually complement a virtual server 
implementation. Infrastructure challenges morph as virtualization deployments mature—it starts with the cost of 
storage growth and sizing performance, for which the Storwize V7000 Unified offers scale- up features and Easy 
Tier. To address operational costs, StorwizeV7000 Unified offers easier management of block and file storage 
together in a single GUI, and policy-based tiering with the Active Cloud Engine to reduce storage costs. Performance 
is maintained and even increased with clustered systems that add processing power as users add storage capacity. 
And provisioning speed, a key enabler of server virtualization, is fast and simple with dynamic migration, simple set 
up, and thin provisioning. As backup and recovery of VMs become problematic at more advanced stages, the Active 
Cloud Engine’s integration with TSM simplifies and speeds both backup and recovery while automatically deleting 
files according to user-defined policies. 

Features that help solve problems along the virtualization journey make the Storwize V7000 Unified a good solution 
for building private clouds and leveraging public clouds. It helps customers unleash the advantages of server 
virtualization by removing storage shackles and eases the journey to cloud-based services. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
3 For more detail, see ESG Research Report, The Evolution of Server Virtualization, November 2010.  

http://www.enterprisestrategygroup.com/2010/11/the-evolution-of-server-virtualization/
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